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Moving Ahead with our Teacher’s Word Behind Us:
A Report from the President
Though the Lord may give you the bread of adversity and the water of affliction,
yet your Teacher will not hide himself any more,
but your eyes shall see your Teacher.
And when you turn to the right or when you turn to the left,
your ears shall hear a word behind you, saying, “This is the way; walk in it.”
—Isaiah 30: 20-21

T

The first step in this effort was to embark
upon a search for a new faculty member
to take over direction of the MA-EL from
ICS’s Academic Dean, Gideon Strauss,
who skilfully shepherded the program
through its first two years, and continues
to teach in the program today. In January
of 2020, we struck a search committee
and advertised a faculty opening. We were
blessed with a successful search, and after
a series of interviews with the search committee and the ICS Senate we appointed
To risk understatement, the year ended Dr. Edith van der Boom to the position of
much differently than it began. In July Associate Professor of Philosophy of Edu2019, ICS’s Leadership Team, with input cation and Practice of Pedagogy, and Difrom the Board of Trustees, started the rector of the MA-EL. Edith’s tenure began
work of drafting a strategic plan that would on July 1, 2020, and since that time she has
serve to focus our efforts through to the end already made an enormous contribution to
of June 2023. The ICS Board officially ad- the further refinement and advancement
opted that plan at their meeting in Novem- of this exciting program.
ber of 2019. As a reaffirmation of our historical commitment to the Christian school During the first months of 2020, ICS leadmovement, a key element of the plan calls ership also worked hard to communicate
for ICS to provide the MA (Philosophy) in the strategic plan throughout the organizaEducational Leadership program (MA-EL) tion. Through this exercise in intentionally
with the resources it needs in order to be a transparent leadership, we allowed everypeerless professional development program one who works at ICS to develop a shared
for Christian educators and school admin- sense of excitement, hope, and purpose,
providing the opportunity for employees to
istrators.
he 2019-20 academic year will surely go down in the annals of ICS’s colourful history as one of the strangest and most challenging in our 53 years of
existence. Yet as I review this year of unprecedented and unpredictable upheaval, I
am at the same time amazed and grateful
to see the surprising ways that God’s voice,
through trying circumstances, has continued to guide our efforts to advance ICS’s
mission in Christian higher education.

understand their unique role in the success
of our overall efforts. In this way, ICS staff
and faculty have also been able to make
their own creative contributions to our
strategic goals. Everyone has an oar.
This strong, communal sense of organizational purpose would come to serve us well
as winter gave way to spring, and the coronavirus pandemic reached North American
shores. In mid-March, ICS responded to
the call of public health officials to practice
physical distancing and refrain from gathering by transitioning all of our courses to
online delivery. Sadly, we also had to cancel
our annual spring Convocation. ICS staff,
students, and faculty all demonstrated great
resilience and creativity during this time of
transition, and we quickly put the lessons
we learned during this time to effective use
by offering a suite of all-online courses in
the summer of 2020. We are continuing
to offer courses via remote access for the
2020-21 school year, and moving forward
we hope to make multi-modal access a permanent feature of ICS’s programs.

When the ICS Board of Trustees met last
May, with the end of our fiscal year (June
30) fast approaching, our fear and even expectation was that, due to the pandemic,
ICS would fall far short of its budgeted
goal for donation income. We could not
have been more wrong! Thanks to our generous and faithful supporters, we enjoyed
historically high levels of voluntary support
in May and June. And while we still fell
slightly short of our budgeted target, the
pandemic context also created a significant
reduction in our expenses, allowing us to
continue on the track toward financial sustainability called for in our strategic plan.
This is truly cause to be thankful!
Looking back over the year, I see much
to celebrate and be grateful for. When I
penned this report at the same time last
year, I spoke of my sense of God leading
ICS with, and through, clouds. This year,
in no small part to an effective strategic
plan that is capably serving ICS as a real
working document, I feel a much greater
sense of clarity. I was thinking about clarity when I chose the passage from Isaiah
with which I began this report: We now feel
like we have an inspiring Teacher standing
behind us, showing us the way we should
go and encouraging us to walk in it. We
embark on that journey with you, our supporters, and thank you for travelling with
us throughout the years as well as the ones
to come! Shalom, my friends.

Ronald A. Kuipers
President

(Re)Visions of Gratitude:

T

o start with gratitude: None of the
work I do as the Academic Dean
of the ICS can be done as an independent individual. I depend fully on the
collaboration I enjoy in the various small
teams of which I am a part in my day-today work for our school. Most immediately,
I depend on my daily collaboration with the
Academic Registrar, Elizabet Aras. Almost
as immediately, I depend on my collaboration with the MA-EL team, headed up by
our new Director of Educational Leadership programs, Edith van der Boom, and
consisting of Edith, Elizabet, and myself.
With a focus on our weekly meetings, I
work with the ICS Recruitment Crew, consisting of Pat Webb, Elizabet Aras, Danielle
Yett, and Héctor Acero Ferrer, and get to
contribute to the ICS executive Leadership
Team, consisting of Ron Kuipers (as President), Pat Webb, and Harley Dekker. And
with a rhythm of slightly-more-frequentthan-monthly meetings I get to support the
work of the ICS Academic Council and
its Educational Policy Committee (EPC)
as chaired by Bob Sweetman. It is in and
through these small work teams that I accomplish the vast majority of my work as
an academic administrator, and I am deeply and persistently grateful that I get to work
with such devoted and skilful colleagues.
My first decanal priority during 2019-2020
was a review of the ICS MA and PhD programs, in and through the ICS’s Academic
Council (including the EPC) and Senate.
This process was more difficult than I had

anticipated, and was not completed during
2019-2020. It took place within the context of a review of the ICS academic policy handbooks (the Junior Member Handbook, the Senior Member Handbook, and
the Senate Handbook). For perspective,
the most recent Senate-approved version
of the Junior Member Handbook is dated
2008-2009.
My second decanal priority during 20192020 was to continue experimentation with
the ICS MA (Phil) in Educational Leadership (MA-EL) and the MWS, in part with
a view to increasing tuition revenue for the
ICS. Over the course of the year it became
clear that it made most sense to focus on
the MA-EL, and that the realization of the
potential of the MA-EL would require the
addition of a faculty member and program
director. To my relief and delight the academic year concluded with the appointment of Dr. Edith van der Boom as the
ICS’s new Assistant Professor of the Philosophy of Education and the Practice of
Pedagogy and Director of the ICS Educational Leadership Program.
My third decanal priority during 20192020 was to strengthen the proven relational and experiential approach of the ICS to
recruitment. Our annual Undergraduate
Workshop was the anchor effort in this regard (for the success of which the CPRSE
deserves all the credit, and in particular
Héctor Acero Ferrer), combined with continuing efforts to nurture relationships with
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potential champions for the ICS MA-EL
among Christian school principals and the
staff of Edvance (the Christian education
organization in Ontario) and the Society
for Christian Schools in British Columbia
and to nurture recruitment-friendly relationships with undergraduate institutions
like The King’s University (in Edmonton,
Alberta) and Trinity Christian College (in
Chicago). The recruitment highlight of
2019-2020 from my perspective was the
formation, at the very end of the academic year, of a five-person staff Recruitment
Crew that could coordinate and collaborate in developing recruitment momentum.

Given the experience of the months since
June, I would now redefine my decanal priorities for 2020-2021 as follows: (a) the development of recruitment practices
that align with the ICS Strategic Plan’s
goal of increasing revenue by $400,000 per
year by 2023 (in close collaboration with the
ICS Recruitment Crew and the Director
of the Educational Leadership Program,
with a current focus on course-by-course
recruitment rather than program-oriented recruitment); (b) the cultivation of
conditions in which ICS faculty, students, and staff can flourish (primarily by means of the adoption by Senate of
a new ICS Junior Member Handbook by
no later than December 2020, to be published in January 2021, and the adoption
by Senate of a new ICS Senior Member
Handbook and Senate Handbook by no
later than June 2021, with the policies of
all three handbooks to take effect as of the
Fall term of 2021); and, (c) serving as a
sounding board and cheerleader for
the Director of the Educational Leadership Program.

In my June 2020 report to the ICS Senate
I identified my decanal priorities for 20202021 as follows: (a) building the relationships that will allow for the recruitment
of at least eight new MA-EL students (to
start in August 2021) by no later than the
end of April 2021, (b) working with the
ICS Recruitment Crew to figure out the
magic that will allow us to also achieve the
recruitment of the equivalent of at least
eight new students for the MWS (including
the MWS-ART) and the MA (not includ- With my thanks for the opportunity (in ading the MA-EL) (to start in August 2021) dition to the teaching I get to do) to serve
by no later than the end of April 2021, and our school in this capacity in this time,
(c) the adoption by Senate of a new ICS
Junior Member Handbook by no later than
December 2020, to be published in JanuGideon Strauss
ary 2021, with its policies taking effect as of
Academic Dean
the Fall term of 2021.

Senior and Junior Members at Work:

D

uring the 2019-20 academic year,
ICS served as the academic home
to 27 new and continuing Junior
Members in total: 4 in the MWS program, 1 in the MWS-ART program, 6 in
the MA-EL program, 4 MA students, and
12 PhD program students and candidates.
We also retained 14 external PhD students. Thanks to our supporters, we were
also able to award 5 scholarships to 4 of
our Junior Members this year.
This year we offered 24 courses to 132
students from all over the world. While
we started out the year as usual, with inperson seminars at 59 St. George, halfway through our winter semester we
transitioned to offering all of our courses
remotely in response to the growing pan-

demic. This required flexibility on all
sides, as Junior and Senior Members alike
adjusted to new modes of learning from a
distance. But this also afforded some new
opportunities to expand the walls of our
classroom. As the summer term brought
with it the beginning of our Summer Online Learning Initiative (SOLI), we had
an overall increase of first time auditors
and international students. We were also
able to connect with some of our faculty from further afield, including Neal
DeRoo, cross-appointed faculty from The
King’s University, who taught a King’s/
ICS course on phenomenology, and Adrienne Dengerink Chaplin, who taught an
ICS course on art and spirituality from her
home in the UK to students in 5 different
countries.

A Profile of Our Academic Life
Like many educators amid this pandemic, ICS Senior Members have surpassed
themselves by remaining accessible to
their students and active in their scholarly
calling, guiding Junior Members through
courses and research projects alike, and
continuing to pursue research interests of
their own. This year, our Senior Members
taught 14 courses, led a handful of guided
readings, mentored 29 Junior Members
through various stages of our programs,
and participated as mentors or committee
members for 26 TST and UofT students’
research projects. Mentorship lies close to
the heart of an ICS education, and our
Senior Members’ commitment to this continues to distinguish ICS among our peers
and colleagues.

gift for our Senior Members to be able
to wrestle with and share their ideas with
their peers and their communities, so we
rejoice for their work in these areas.

Senior Members each also devoted much
time and energy this year to the backroom work of program development and
recruitment planning. They spent a large
portion of this year working together on
committees to re-envision what shape our
courses and programs might take here and
now, collaborating with administrative
staff to quickly transition their course offerings into online formats so our newlydistanced students could still participate
from afar, and joining recruitment efforts
via multiple episodes of the Critical Faith
podcast and emails—many, many emails.
Many presentation or publication plans It may not be the stuff of earth-shattering
were put on hold or reimagined in the ideas and debates, but it is the vital kind of
course of the year, which both extended work that keeps the wheels of ICS turning,
some ongoing projects a bit further into and we’re grateful for their service in this
the future and opened some unanticipat- and every other way.
ed doors (like the possibility of presenting
virtually at an international conference).
Senior Members delivered 10 academic
presentations at conferences and symposia
both locally and abroad, and also offered
numerous workshops, sermons, and other
popular talks. In addition to this and the
everyday responsibilities of their teaching,
Senior Members successfully published 6
academic papers, 2 popular articles, and
brought dozens of long term research and
writing projects closer to fruition. It is a

Finding New Platforms to Continue
Our Historical Mission:

D

ue to the COVID-19 pandemic,
the 2019-20 academic year became a time of transition for everyone at ICS, and the Centre for Philosophy, Religion, and Social Ethics (CPRSE)
was not an exception. Over the past few
years, CPRSE has increasingly focused its
efforts on the promotion and implementation of research and public outreach
initiatives emerging from Senior and Junior Members. Reimagining such initiatives for an audience of remote learners
and scholars has not been an easy task;
however, it has been an opportunity for
us to improve our offerings, as well as to
strengthen our collaborations with internal and external stakeholders. How can
we facilitate communal and institutional
research in a time of social isolation? In
this new reality, how can we ensure continued accessibility to our public outreach
while maintaining the quality of our offerings? These questions have helped to
frame our CPRSE conversations as we
support ICS in the development of a strategic response to the changing needs of
instructors and students during a global
pandemic.

The first few months of remote instruction have allowed the ICS community to
experience the added value of remote instruction and the benefits of increased accessibility to program offerings. This major shift in our institutional mindset has
contributed to the success of the transition. Our virtual platforms of instruction

have proven very effective in broadening
the reach of ICS while maintaining some
of the most treasured aspects of our existing learning models. During the summer and early fall, CPRSE provided formation and support to Senior Members
and Sessional Lecturers as they navigated
this transition, enabling them to develop
distinct ways to adapt their teaching to
the available online platforms. Currently,
CPRSE is documenting the successes and
challenges of this experience–the first
step in a plan to create a comprehensive
toolkit for remote instruction at ICS.
In addition to contributing to the institutional response to COVID-19, CPRSE
continued to offer its annual programming
and outreach projects during the 2019-20
academic year. In keeping with the curriculum updates currently underway at
ICS, the “Scripture, Faith, and Scholarship” (SFS) seminars were redesigned as
symposia. Under this new format, each
symposium invites greater input from participants and ensures that conversations
extend beyond the synchronous portion
of the event, encouraging facilitators and
engaged audience members to contribute
to our podcast, Critical Faith, and to our
semi-annual newsletter, Perspective. This
year’s symposia included, “An Invitation to
Deeper Learning: What? So What? Now
What?” organized by ICS’s MA in Educational Leadership students; and “Hospitality, Scripture, and Inter-religious Dialogue: Our Calling in an Age of Global
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Immigration,” led by Fuller Theological
Seminary’s Dr. Matthew Kaemingk. Dr.
Kaemingk, author of Christian Hospitality
and Muslim Immigration in an Age of Fear,
was the recipient of Redeemer University College’s 2020 Emerging Public Intellectual Award. Here, it is important to
note that the SFS program has generated
an informal partnership between ICS/
CPRSE and Redeemer University College, as this is the second consecutive year
in which we have collaboratively arranged
for Redeemer’s Emerging Public Intellectual to join us for our January SFS.
This year, CPRSE culminated its programing with the Fourth Annual Undergraduate Workshop, “Evil, Resistance,
and Judgment: Creating a World Fit for
Human Habitation.” Originally scheduled to take place in Toronto in May, this
event had to be rescheduled to November
13-14, 2020, when we welcomed students
from around the world to share their interdisciplinary reflections on the theme of
the workshop–this time in a virtual platform. The event opened with a keynote
presentation by renowned scholar and
activist, Dr. Mary Jo Leddy. Dr. Leddy’s
thought-provoking presentation–which
was open to the public–provided an excellent framework for our two-day conference. The undergraduate workshop has
become an important avenue for potential
students to experience the rhythm of life
and high-quality instruction at ICS. This
year, we received the financial support of

Scarboro Foreign Missions, a Christian
organization that offered a $5,000 grant
to ensure the financial sustainability of
the program.
We hope that the few activity highlights
presented here have given you a glimpse
into the life at CPRSE. Through our
events and projects, we continue to respond to ICS’s evolving institutional research and public outreach needs. With
the onset of the pandemic, our twofold
goal–to facilitate communal scholarship
and to ensure that such scholarship is effectively shared with individuals, communities, and institutions–became all the
more relevant. CPRSE-led initiatives such
as forums, symposia, workshops, and our
podcast, as well as collaborative projects
such as ICS’s semi-annual newsletter Perspective, have the potential to become even
more significant channels to bolster and
promote the work done at ICS than ever
before. As we consider our next few years
of activities, we hope to take advantage
of these opportunities and continue to ask
ourselves the question, how to bring ICS’s
scholarship to the individuals and communities that need it the most?

Héctor Acero Ferrer
Associate Director, CPRSE

Revenues
Donation income $433,442
Tuition & fees $119,204
Investment income $44,686
Oikia Fund Bursary $23,865
Other income $21,102

Expenditures
Academic $523,077
Advancement $137,287
Administration $130,407
Research Centre $87,785

Donation Income
General Donations $329,484
Church Contributions $97,162
Bequests $6,796

Financial and Operations Reports

2020

2019

$2,698,274

$3,061,511

$47,144

$39,537

Fund Balances

$2,611,130

$3,021,974

Total Liabilities and Fund Balances

$2,658,274

$3,061,511

$1,979,169

$2,304,841

Restricted Fund

$460,017

$498,495

Fixed Asset Fund

$171,944

$218,638

$2,611,130

$3,021,974

Assets

Liabilities

Fund Balances Represented by
General Fund

Total Fund Balances

Note: Complete financial statements available upon request.

A Letter from the Board
through these difficult times. Due to the pandemic, we thought we would have to put our
3-year strategic plan on hold. However, we
are very grateful that you, our supporters in
My time on the board (about 5 years now) Canada, the US (as the Friends of ICS), and
has been one of great privilege and blessing, around the globe, have continued to conif challenging at times. This year, as board tribute, enabling us to move ever forward in
chair, it has been very special to work with, faith. We are particularly grateful this year to
encourage, and support a faculty and staff Dr. Hendrik Hart for his recent, very generthat is completely dedicated to providing ous gift to ICS.
an essential, integral Christian and Reformational graduate education and research In my tenure as a board member, I was
opportunities to students from around the privileged to witness the celebration of the
world.
faithful service and retirement of past president, Dr. Doug Blomberg, and to hire and
Most recently, we were overjoyed to be able welcome our current president, Dr. Ronald
to hire and welcome Dr. Edith van der Boom A. Kuipers. Since being hired, Ron has proto our faculty. Since being hired this past vided excellent leadership to ICS along with
summer, Edith has already exceeded expec- our Leadership Team (which also includes
tations in working alongside our Academic Academic Dean Gideon Strauss, AdvanceDean, Gideon Strauss, and in pursuing con- ment Director Patrica Webb, and Director of
versations with K-12 Christian educators to Finance Harley Dekker).
further develop the Master of Arts in Educational Leadership (MA-EL) program. As This year, we have also been grateful that facchair, I was also privileged to sit in on the ulty and staff have adjusted well to the new
most recent ICS Senate meeting at which Dr. location at 59 St. George Street and are hapvan der Boom was interviewed. I must say it py there. The sale of our shares in the buildwas a very special occasion for me, not only ing at 229 College presented us with many
to listen to the interview, but also to be part challenges at the time, but with the assistance
of a wonderful and very talented group of of many (notably Ken VanWyk), those shares
academic Christians.
have provided a reliable investment opportunity which we hope to maintain as a source
We praise God that we were still able to do of revenue long into the future. The peace
the work of Christian education despite the of mind and stability afforded by these inCOVID-19 pandemic which has created vestments, both in funds and a suitable locahuge challenges to all of society and all kinds tion, have proven especially valuable as the
of institutions. We are so thankful to our pandemic created ever more uncertainty
support community as it has upheld ICS in throughout this past year.
prayers, encouragement, and financial gifts
Greetings to ICS friends and supporters from
the Institute for Christian Studies Board of
Trustees.

Because the pandemic came at this period in
history, technology has allowed for the necessary transition to an online educational and
communications format. We are impressed
with the way faculty, staff, and students have
all creatively adjusted to this new reality, and
we are excited by the new potential such
technology presents for ICS to reach many
more prospective students worldwide.
We are also very grateful to Danielle Yett,
Héctor Acero Ferrer, Mark Standish, and
Theoren Tolsma who, on behalf of ICS’s
CPRSE (Centre for Philosophy, Religion, and
Social Ethics), have crafted many instructive,
stimulating, and entertaining Critical Faith
podcast episodes aimed at highlighting ICS’s
educational offerings and ongoing conversations. We would encourage all of those in our
support community to listen to these episodes
for a glimpse of what our Junior and Senior
Members have been talking about lately.

As we engage in a number of high level policy reviews, one way we have grown together
in our awareness and capacity as a board is
by taking the time to team-read and discuss
The Imperfect Board Member by Jim Brown. I
have appreciated this exercise, and I look
forward to continuing to work with my fellow board members and alongside ICS staff
and faculty toward our shared mission in the
coming year.
And I’d like to extend a special THANK YOU
to board member John Kamphof, who’s six
years of service comes to an end this year. We
thank John for his leadership, wisdom, and
insight these past years also in his service as
Chair and Vice-Chair.

May God bless the Institute for Christian
Studies, along with many other Christian institutions, as we collectively seek to bear witness in all aspects of our human existence to
the redemptive power of the life, ministry,
I continue to be impressed and deeply grate- death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ, our
ful for the quality of the present board mem- Lord and Saviour.
bers and their individual insights and talents.
Each has stepped up to the plate to tackle the
John Joosse
various aspects of our board responsibilities.
Chair
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longtime supporter John
Brad Breems
Kok. We thank God for the
Case Hoogendoorn
many ways John served and
John Kok †
supported ICS throughout the
Tim Postuma
years, and for the gift of his life.
Luke Seerveld
Marci Frederick

You were there for us...
After successfully settling into our new home at 59 St. George, the summer of
2019 was filled with discussions around a new Strategic Plan. We could enter into
these discussions with hope and confidence because of the support of our ICS
community over the past year. Thank you for your encouragement to continue
on the journey that God has called us.
Throughout the fall, we saw God’s blessings in our new students who came to us
from across Canada and the United States. Some of these students had a much
better time settling into their studies at ICS because of the residences at Knox
College where they could live without the stress of being alone in a strange city.
Thanks for helping us make this possible.
We were blessed by the support we received during the Advent appeal which helped
to ensure that we were in a good place when COVID-19 hit in March. This was a
stressful, yet hopeful time for us as we pivoted to only offering online courses so that
our students, who had to leave to go back home, could finish their semester without
interruption. Thank you for your financial support which undergirded us
during this difficult time.
Into the spring and early summer, you continued to bless and encourage us with
your generous gifts and faithful prayers which ensured that we could finish out
the fiscal year better than when we entered it in July 2019. The way you as a
community stood behind us and helped us to continue to pursue our vision was
life-giving!
Thank you for being there for us – we would not have made without you!
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